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At Prosoft we service wide range of 
industry verticals and technology 
platforms. We offer a full spectrum of 
technology services and help our 
clients harness emerging potential of 
newer technologies, and at the same 
time making the most out of legacy IT.
We transform client’s insight into 
actual products and services with the 
most suited technologies.

» Desktop application development
» Web applications & RIAs
» UI interfaces, databases
» Server–website interaction
» Custom websites & CMS
» Android Apps
» Mobile web apps
» Cross-platform development
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Based on Agile Development 
Methodology, continuous iterations 
each having its own Design, 
Development, and Testing Cycle, our 
Agile process enables to deliver you 
solutions faster, with less need for 
detailed documentation, i.e. for less 
investment costs and with shorter 
time-to-market.

We are a research-based software development company with a global presence. 
We develop and build telecommunication data analytics solutions for Law 
Enforcement Agencies in India and around the world. We have been at the 
developmental forefront of CDR data analytics for over a decade.

Our flagship product C5 CDR ANALYZER provides integrated results with advanced 
visual analytical interface. It is a solution designed to help Investigating Officers 
perform collaborative analysis of data at scale, enabling LEAs address the challenge 
of making sense of complex and diverse CDR data.

With 1000+ clients, including some of the elite Indian Law Enforcement Agencies 
such as NIA, CID, ED, ACB, Income Tax and all of the CBI branches throughout India 
utilize our applications to carry out their respective investigative analysis.

We offer IT services comprising of application development, application 
maintenance, data maintenance and more. Experience high performing, intuitive 
and quality software at Prosoft e-Solutions India.

About Prosoft e-Solutions

Our Mission and Vision

Our mission is to empower Law enforcement
agencies take swift and insightful decisions
unleashing the power of data analytics.

Our Vision is to provide excellent software 
solutions at a�ordable prices to all forms of 
businesses, to help grip the operations with ease 
and expand their business by using the latest state 
of art software technology.

We o�er services to the following sectors:

 - Law Enforcement 

 - Government 

 - Financial

Prosoft e-Solutions is an ISO 9001:2015 certified 
company.

We are associated with DSCI and regularly 
participate in Cybercrime Awareness workshops 
held all across India to educate Law enforcement 
personnel to deal with cybercrime.

We engage with our customers at every level of 
product development so our customers are not 
only involved in product development but actually 
shape how a specific feature works.

In pursuit of our purpose of delivering high class 
innovative products we create an environment of 
innovation and learning while continuously 
reaching for the highest level of excellence.

Law Enforcement ERP Health Care Management

Our Business Domain Expertise 



A Call Detail Record (CDR) is a data record produced by the telecommunications 
equipment from all mobile network providers in the country.

OUR FLAGSHIP
PRODUCTC5 CDR Analyzer is a comprehen-

sive solution, which provides the 
tools necessary for complex data 
analytics and makes it elementary 
for the Investigating Officer (IO). C5 
CDR Analyzer, is the most 
advanced data analytics applica-
tion we have developed yet. 

Prosoft Business Software is a 
flexible ERP standard which will 
optimize your business process 
from purchasing and sales to 
production, warehouse manage-
ment and financial accounting. 
Additional there are various 
optional Web Applications 
available with Prosoft Business 
Software.

C5 CDR Analyzer’s Android App is 
a subscription based application 
for on the go investigating officers, 
with a passion to fight crime with 
the help of data analytics. Import & 
analyse CDR data through your 
android device. Convenient and 
simple to use, find crucial 
information within seconds. 
Benefits Investigating Officers to 
take informed & demanding 
decisions from where ever they 
are.

C5 Financial Analytics is a 
customized tool to gather action-
able intelligence from a variety of 
bank statements, collected from 
various banks. The application 
helps financial Investigating 
Officers to identify suspicious 
transactions based on user 
defined criteria.

Product Suite



Mr. MOHSIN DHALAYAT (Director & CEO) discovers and 
implements new technologies that yield competitive 
advantage. He also develops technical aspects of the company’s 
strategy to ensure alignment with its business goals. In this role 
he supervises system infrastructure to ensure functionality and 
efficiency. He leads Prosoft in being a global organization, 
across all industry segments, in emerging technology solutions 
and business intelligence.

Mr. RAFIQ AHMED BETGERI (Finance Director) drives the 
financial  planning of the company by analyzing its performance 
and risks. He oversees key function across the company 
including corporate taxation, risk management and investors 
relation. He is also responsible for implementing operational 
priorities inline with overall business objectives and oversee all 
audit and internal control operations.

Mr. SALIM LANDUR (Managing Director) has always been 
fascinated with entrepreneurship and he sets strategic 
direction for the company while nurturing a strong leadership 
team to drive its execution.

Meet our team
With a collective software development experience of 
over 25 years, our team is  highly capable and can 
deliver top shelf products.  

Our quality assurance team ensures all development 
task meet quality criteria through test planning, test 
execution and issue tracking.

We pride ourselfs for offering one of the best customer 
care. From diagnosing and troubleshooting technical 
issues, including account setup and network 
configuration, to talking to clients through a series of 
actions, until we’ve resolved the technical issue. 



“CDR analysis software provided by prosoft IT is really good and it
is really evolving, there are really good features like geo analysis, 
common numbers, peacock chart, and playing with peacock chart
according to our needs is the greatest advantage.” - Sharath.M.D
(Cyber crime police station Bangalore)

“C5 – CDR application provided by Prosoft is fantastic. There are 
various good features like GEO Analysis, Common Numbers, Link
analysis, Conference calls, Cluster analysis in different mode. I 
have solved many complicated crime incident with this software. 
In my view LEA can improve their efficiency by using this 
software.” - Nilesh Kumar, Senior DySP (Cyber Crime Unit, Bihar)

“With the help of C5 CDR application it has become easy to 
generate various types of report depending on the requirement of
investigation officer irrespective of intensity of cases. With the 
help application analysis may be done with no time, which saves 
lot of time for the IOs.” - H.S. Revanna IPS (Deputy Commissioner 
of Police North Division, Bangalore City)
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Catering to eminent officers in the most esteemed Law Enforcement organizations in India and 
around the globe. C5 CDR Analyzer is successfully installed and enthusiastically used.

The C5 CDR Analyzer has been implemented as a state wide project in 
Karnataka wherein all the district police units and Commissionerate 
have been given a copy of the software to do CDR analysis of their 
cases pertaining to crime. Investigation, surveillance, enquiry etc. The 
software has been quite successful in solving several important & 
complicated cases. The field officers are finding it quite easy to use 
and get different types of analysis reports pertaining to their cases. 
This continuous support being given by the company is the main key 
to their “SUCCESS” and commitment. - B. Dayananda IPS,  
(Deputy Inspector General of Police State Intelligence, Bangalore.)
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